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Modelling of Interconnected Critical Infrastructure Systems Using Complex Network Theory

Jovica V. Milanović, Fellow, IEEE, and Wentao Zhu, Student Member, IEEE

Abstract—The paper reviews several Complex Network Theory (CNT) based methodologies to model and analyze interconnected networks. To address the deficiencies reported in past studies, an advanced model of coupled Electric Power System (EPS) and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is developed. The new model is designed as a three-dimensional graph with edges and nodes, and it highlights the interaction and interdependency of both EPS and ICT. The criticality of each component within the interconnected system is investigated by analyzing the efficiency-weighted node degree of each node symbolizing the components. The model has been tested on an ICT supported 14-Bus distribution network under three different loading conditions. Results show that the coupled infrastructure complies with the typical characteristics of scale-free network [1]. It is also shown the ICT system, although smaller in scale, contains more critical hubs than the power distribution network. The results of the proposed approach can be used as a reference to analyze the criticality in other coupled infrastructure by incorporating the internal characteristics of coupled systems.

Index Terms—Critical infrastructure systems, Power systems, ICT, Complex networks

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTRIC Power Systems (EPS) of the future, in addition to ever increasing complexity in their own right due to proliferation of intermittent and stochastic power electronics interface connected renewable energy sources (RES), both generation and storage technologies, and new types of temporal and spatial varying loads, are expected to incorporate very large number of different Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), that will enable full observability, controllability and flexibility of operation of the system. Various aspects of operation of both of these systems, EPS and ICT system have been extensively studied in the past as standalone systems and it has been proven that their secure operation is essential for society at large. The influence on society in case of their failure to operate as intended is huge and they are commonly referred to as critical infrastructure system together with gas, water, transport and heat networks. Each of the critical infrastructure systems mentioned above has been traditionally studied independently and various methods and tools have been developed for their analysis. The societal push towards sustainable and affordable energy future and ever increasing interdependencies of these systems are calling for new tools and methodologies for the analysis of coupled critical infrastructure systems, i.e., system-of-systems.

In case of coupled infrastructure system, a failure initiated within one system could cause cascading effects within the whole system-of-systems. For example, the US 2003 blackout [2] was initiated to a large extent by the failure that initially occurred in the ICT system. The increasing number of cyberattacks in particular put the ICT dependent systems (whether they are electric, gas or water systems [3]) under threat. The malicious attacks on ICT systems could be more effective than to physically attack the actual ICT controlled infrastructure [4] as demonstrated in [5], where the computer worm Stuxnet specifically targeted industrial control systems used in energy infrastructure. This emphasizes the importance of the security and reliability of coupled critical infrastructure systems. In order to identify the vulnerabilities of coupled systems, dependencies of only physical layers are often not sufficient to solve the problem. Four types of interdependencies of Critical Infrastructures have been identified in [6] as: i) Physical – a physical reliance on material flow from one infrastructure to another, e.g., power grids supply electric power to machine tool plants to run the illuminating systems and control systems; ii) Cyber – a reliance on information transfer between infrastructures. Also known as “Informational Interdependency”, e.g., SCADA system monitors and controls power system components; iii) Geographic – a local environmental event affects components across multiple infrastructures due to physical proximity. Also known as “Geospatial Interdependency”, e.g., all assets and equipment within one area get affected in an event of fire or flood; iv) Logical – a dependency that exists between infrastructures that does not fall into one of the above categories. Also known as “Policy/Procedural Interdependency”, e.g., Distribution System Operators (DSOs) started re-energization of customers without proper coordination with their Transmission System Operators (TSOs), resulting in a worsened situation to restore normal system conditions in a controllable way [7]. Additionally, a fifth type of interdependency called ‘Social’ is introduced in [8], which describes the impact of human behaviors on infrastructures, e.g., civilian procession blocks public transport.
system. There have been a reasonably small number of studies, compared to number of studies addressing individual systems in the past, which addressed coupled infrastructure systems, mostly two interconnected systems [9-13]. However, this research is still at very early stage.

Some of the methods used to model and analyze interconnected infrastructure systems include Input-Output inoperability/interdependence models, Agent Based Models, Fuzzy Dynamic Input Output Inoperability Model, Bayesian Networks, Petri Networks, Fault Trees, Failure Mode and Effect Analysis and Monte Carlo or Lifetime Assessment [14, 15]. Nevertheless, they did not provide yet an appropriate tool to study and understand the structure of coupled infrastructures and the results are sometimes too abstract to be understood. The critical analyses of various methods including their advantages and disadvantages are presented in [16]. It is shown there that the Complex Network Theory, developed from Graph Theory, provides an attractive tool to reveal the hidden interdependencies of large complex systems with non-trivial topologies [17]. This approach facilitates the development of cascading phenomena studies among interconnected systems. Cyber-physical systems have been studied in the past using graph theory. However, the graphical representations were mainly related to linear time-invariant descriptor system studies which focus on systems’ states and the considered interconnections between two systems were all cyber connections [18]. However, the cyber components often, if not always, receive the power to operate directly from power systems, thus creating a strong interdependency between the two networks [19].

To begin with, this paper introduces three conventional centrality measuring indices, namely node degree, betweenness and closeness [20] based on Complex Network Theory, to analyze coupled EPS and ICT networks and to identify the critical hubs/buses that could initiate cascading failures in the interconnected network. The indices (Node degree, Betweenness Centrality, and Efficiency) introduced in [21] are modified to achieve proper mathematical representation of nodes’ interdependencies by introducing a hybrid bidirectional and unidirectional complex network model to relate the real networks’ operating conditions. In addition, the paper defined an Efficiency-weighted Node Degree (EWND), based on Node Degree and Efficiency, to globally assess the criticality and vulnerability of each node.

The proposed method differs from the past related studies in mainly three aspects: i) the cyber-physical network is studied for the first time as an integrated three-dimensional interconnected system; ii) the impact of different directions of information/power flows are incorporated in the proposed method and are discussed in relation to system vulnerability; iii) a new index is proposed based on conventional Complex Network indices to better describe the relationship between interconnected systems. Furthermore, the case study based on interconnected “smart distribution network” and communication network, facilitates the analysis and expansion design of an integrated Smart Grid model.

II. METHODOLOGY: COMPLEX NETWORK THEORY

A. Graphical Representation

A graph representation is the first step needed to study the interconnected network using Complex Network Theory (CNT) [22]. A graph $G$ is composed of two components, nodes (vertices) and edges (links). It is an ordered pair of sets $(V, E)$, in which $V \equiv \{v_1, v_2, v_3, ..., v_n\}$ ($n$ is the number of nodes), and $E \equiv \{e_1, e_2, e_3, ..., e_m\}$ ($m$ is the number of edges). In the cyber-physical network, nodes represent the power buses and the ICT routers/multiplexers, and edges are the connections between a pair of nodes. They represent relations or dependencies, which are classified into the following four categories: i) Category 1: The power flow from an electric node to another electrical node; ii) Category 2: The information flow from an ICT node to another ICT node; iii) Category 3: The electric energy supply from an electric node to an ICT node; iv) Category 4: The sensory data/control command from/to an electric node to/from an ICT node.

1) Bidirectional Graph: The topology of an interconnected network can be simply presented in a bidirectional graph. Each edge is connected with two nodes. Nodes and edges are divided into two types $V_e \equiv \{v_{e1}, v_{e2}, v_{e3}, ..., v_{ep}\}$ and $V_c \equiv \{v_{c1}, v_{c2}, v_{c3}, ..., v_{cq}\}$ ($p, q$ are the number of electrical and cyber nodes respectively), and $E_e \equiv \{e_{e1}, e_{e2}, e_{e3}, ..., e_{es}\}$ and $E_c \equiv \{e_{c1}, e_{c2}, e_{c3}, ..., e_{ct}\}$ ($s, t$ are the number of electrical and cyber edges respectively), to represent the sets of electrical and cyber vertices/edges respectively. Fig. 1 shows an interconnected EPS-ICT bidirectional graph for demonstration purpose. The connections between two nodes represent a physical or cyber dependency. The effectiveness of using bidirectional graph to study the interdependent networks is discussed in [23].

![Fig. 1. Bidirectional model demonstration graph](image1)

2) Unidirectional Graph: In the case of EPS-ICT network, however, the interdependencies are not purely bidirectional. Therefore, the unidirectional model is developed. For unidirectional graphs, directions are assigned to each edge, and interactions between two systems are modelled independently as a physical dependency and a cyber dependency, as shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Unidirectional graph demonstration graph](image2)
3) Three-dimensional Interconnected Model: Cascading failure analyses, such as introduced in [23], have limitations of modeling cascading failures by describing interdependencies between two nodes either as unidirectional edge or bidirectional edge (e.g., the loss of power supply to an ICT router will not cause a power plant to collapse, however, the loss/failure of a power bus might result in the failure of the ICT router which may cause further issues.). A three-dimensional model to study interdependent network was introduced in [24]. However, the interactions are only modelled as unidirectional edges, which cannot reflect the real network behavior of the coupled system. Inspired by the multi-layered infrastructure interdependencies model presented in [25], the three-dimensional model shown in Fig. 3 is developed to integrate the previous bidirectional and unidirectional models, providing more details of the coupled system’s engineering structure and allowing for more flexibility.

![Three-dimensional model demonstration graph](image)

**B. Complex-valued adjacency matrix**

The graph representation of the interconnected system can be transformed into a complex-valued adjacency matrix $\mathcal{A}$ [26]. Each row and column represents a node. Nodes’ connections are described by matrix element $a_{hj}$, which represents the topological relationship between node $h$ and node $j$. The entry $a_{hj}$ (or connection $(h,j)$) is crucial in clarifying the interdependencies within the coupled system.

The equation (1) defines the rule of the formation of the bidirectional graph. The interdependencies within the unidirectional graph are described by (2) and (3). Equation (2) defines entries of matrix whose columns interpret nodes’ dependencies to the system, and the rows, defined by (3), represent nodes’ importance to the system. A three-dimensional graph is represented by two matrices, equation (4) representing the electric connections and equation (5) representing the ICT connections. They describe how the electric and ICT matrices should be constituted respectively.

$$a_{hj} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (h,j) \text{ belongs to category 1} \\ i & \text{if } (h,j) \text{ belongs to category 2} \\ 1+i & \text{if } (h,j) \text{ belongs to category 3 or 4} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (1)

$$a_{hi}^\text{out} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (h,j) \text{ belongs to category 1 or 4} \\ i & \text{if } (h,j) \text{ belongs to category 2 or 3} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (3)

$$a_{hi}^\text{in} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (h,j) \text{ belongs to category 1 or 3} \\ i & \text{if } (h,j) \text{ belongs to category 2 or 4} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (2)

As a result, the adjacency matrix for bidirectional model demonstration graph in Fig. 1 is defined in (6) as an illustrative example.

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1+i & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1+i \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & i & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1+i & 0 & i & 0 & i \\ 0 & 0 & 1+i & 0 & i & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$ (6)

**C. Complex-valued Node Degree**

The importance of a node $h$ (representing an EPS bus or an ICT router/multiplexer) can be quantified by the number of nodes that it is incident with, i.e. the Node Degree (ND) $k_h$ [20]. Network robustness studies have suggested that networks become less resilient to attacks specifically focusing on high degree nodes [27] and have validated this conclusion on the available US power grid data [28-29]. These studies highlight the impact of the most highly connected nodes on the robustness of a network and their vulnerability to cascading failures in two interdependent systems [30].

In order to measure the influence of a particular node not only within its own infrastructure but also on the other, the ND is divided into two components calculated using the adjacency matrix $\mathcal{A}$: $k_{eh}$, the electrical ND, and $k_{ch}$, the ICT ND. A node has higher impact on the electric system if $k_{eh} > k_{ch}$. For bidirectional graphs, the relationship of EPS and ICT ND to total node degree $k_t$, is shown in (7) [16].

$$k_h = \sum_{j\in V} a_{hj} = k_{eh} + i \cdot k_{ch}$$ (7)

For unidirectional graph, the ND of a node $h$ in corresponding network contains two components, in-degree $k_h^\text{in}$, which is calculated in terms of the ingoing links, and out-degree $k_h^\text{out}$, calculated in terms of the outgoing links, as shown in (8) and (9).

$$k_h^\text{in} = \sum_{j\in V} a_{hj} = k_{eh}^\text{in} + i \cdot k_{ch}^\text{in}$$ (8)

$$k_h^\text{out} = \sum_{j\in V} a_{hj} = k_{eh}^\text{out} + i \cdot k_{ch}^\text{out}$$ (9)

The complex-valued ND of a node $i$ in the three-dimensional model also contains two components, $k_i^\text{in}$ and $k_i^\text{out}$. A bidirectional information edge gives the nodes connected with it both an in-degree and an out-degree. The results of complex-valued ND for unidirectional model demonstration graph in Fig. 2 are presented in Table I.
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D. Path Length and Geodesics

The path length is the physical distance from one node to another. In a binary graph, it is the number of edges existing between two nodes. The geodesic (the shortest path) is the minimum number of edges that need to be passed through from one node to another. Many algorithms have been developed to find the geodesics in a graph. The Dijkstra’s algorithm [31] is chosen and applied to analyze the graph properties in this paper, which serves as the prerequisite for calculating the following network indices including Betweenness Centrality, Efficiency and Efficiency-weighted Node Degree.

E. Betweenness Centrality (BC)

The ND measures the centrality of a node within the network based on the number of ties each node has. It has some deficiencies, however, in identifying interconnected nodes. For instance, in Fig. 4, nodes 4 and 6 have the highest ND in the interconnected system, nevertheless, the interconnection node 5, which bridges the two systems, is obviously more topologically centralized than node 4 and 6. To quantify centrality from another angle, [32] for the first time defined betweenness centrality of a node in a network based on the intermediary role that the node has between other nodes. Subsequently, the research on cascading failures using Complex Network Theory revealed that a power network is less resilient to the removal of critical node with the largest betweenness [33].

Fig. 4. Betweenness centrality demonstration graph

Betweenness Centrality of a node (or an edge) \( x \) is calculated by (10) based on the number of shortest paths between any pair of nodes in the network passing through node (or edge) \( x \). The shortest path (geodesic) between node \( h \) and \( j \), is the minimum number of edges from node \( h \) to node \( j \).

\[
C(x) = \sum_{h,j \in V, h \neq j} \frac{\sigma_{hj}(x)}{\sigma_{hj}} \tag{10}
\]

where \( \sigma_{hj} \) is the total number of shortest paths existing between node \( h \) and node \( j \), and \( \sigma_{hj}(x) \) is the number of shortest paths between node \( h \) and node \( j \) that pass through node (or edge) \( x \).

In order to highlight the interdependencies between the electric power system and the ICT system, and to study their interplays, Betweenness Centrality is divided into two categories, the electric Betweenness Centrality \( C_e(x) \) and the ICT Betweenness Centrality \( C_c(x) \). They are treated as two-layer systems and are studied independently, as shown in (11) and (12). A global Betweenness Centrality \( C_{global}(x) \) is introduced in (13) to create a collective index for quantifying the impact a node (or an edge) has on both EPS and ICT systems.

\[
C_e(x) = \sum_{h,j \in V, h \neq j} \frac{\sigma_{e,hj}(x)}{\sigma_{e,hj}} \tag{11}
\]

\[
C_c(x) = \sum_{h,j \in V, h \neq j} \frac{\sigma_{c,hj}(x)}{\sigma_{c,hj}} \tag{12}
\]

\[
C_{global}(x) = \sqrt{C_e^2(x) + C_c^2(x)} \tag{13}
\]

where \( \sigma_{e,hj}(x) \) is the number of shortest paths between electric nodes \( h \) and \( j \) that pass through node (or edge) \( x \), and \( \sigma_{c,hj}(x) \) is the number of shortest paths between ICT nodes \( h \) and \( j \) that pass through node (or edge) \( x \).

The results of node BC analysis of the three-dimensional model demonstration graph in Fig. 3 are presented in Table II. It can be seen that node 2 and node 5 are the most critical nodes within EPS and ICT network.

Table II. Node BC Results – Three-Layer Model Demonstration Graph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k_n )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1+i</td>
<td>1+i</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1+i</td>
<td>1+i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_o )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1+i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>1+i</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Efficiency

Efficiency (14) measures how efficiently the information within a system is exchanged between nodes [34]. It shows the effectiveness in studying standalone systems such as power systems [35]. The methodology to analyze efficiency of interconnected systems, however, is still under development.

\[
E = \frac{1}{m(m-1)} \sum_{h,j \in V, h \neq j} \frac{1}{d_{hj}} \tag{14}
\]

where \( d_{hj} \) represents the length of shortest path between nodes \( h \) and \( j \) and \( m \) is the number of nodes within the system.

The importance of a node (or an edge) is assessed based on the drop of global efficiency \( \Delta E(Y) \) given by (15), after removing that node (edge) from the system. The removal of a node or an edge represents the complete failure of that system component and power system backup batteries and generations and ICT redundancy channels are not accounted. The larger the efficiency drop, the more critical the node or the edge is in that system.

\[
\Delta E(Y) = E(Y) - E(Y-1) \tag{15}
\]

where \( E(Y) \) is the system normal state efficiency (or unperturbed efficiency) and \( E(Y-1) \) is the system efficiency after the removal of a node or an edge.

To highlight the topological importance of a node (edge) and the role of that particular node (edge) plays in the interconnected system, the efficiency of the interconnected EPS-ICT system is divided here into electrical efficiency (16) and ICT efficiency (17), where \( n_e \) and \( n_c \) represent the number of electric nodes and ICT nodes respectively.

\[
E_e = \frac{1}{n_e n_c} \sum_{h \in V_e, j \in V_c} \frac{1}{d_{hj}} \tag{16}
\]
The results of the three-dimensional model demonstration graph’s (in Fig. 3) EPS and ICT system efficiencies after the removal of each node are presented in Table III. Node 2 and node 5 are identified as the most critical nodes within EPS and ICT network respectively.

### TABLE III NODE EFFICIENCY - THREE-LAYER MODEL DEMONSTRATION GRAPH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_c$</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_i$</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### G. Efficiency-weighted Node Degree (EWND)

The canonical measures of centrality show some effectiveness in identifying critical hubs, but they all have intrinsic limitations in studying the interconnected system. Node Degree measures the importance of a node $i$ based on the number of connections it has, but underestimates the importance of central nodes with few connections. Betweenness-based measures of centrality solved this problem but they cannot distinguish the roles of boundary spanners, such as node 1 and node 4 in the three-dimensional example graph. Efficiency, as a closeness measure, attributed substantially centrality to the end users. Nevertheless, it does not distinguish the dependency from the influence. Therefore, a new index is needed in order to address these deficiencies. Bonachic’s ‘counting flow’ has been widely recognized as a superior index among other conventional CNT-based measurements, to combine closeness and degree [36]. However, sociology’s positive or negative impact is not applicable in studying coupled infrastructure behaviors, as dependencies and interdependencies in the interconnected system are hybrid in nature, e.g. directions and contents. In the new index, Efficiency-weighted Node Degree (EWND), the criticality of one node is associated with the criticalities of its neighboring edges, which are represented by their efficiencies. Models to correlate node degree with its adjacent edges’ weights have been presented in social [37] and complex network studies [31] but they have the same problem as efficiency index, due to the fact that they cannot clarify dependency types. The EWND proposed here combines the ideas presented in [37] and [38], and utilizes the previously introduced complex-valued node degree for unidirectional graphs to explain orientation and categories of dependencies (the in-degree represents the dependency while the out-degree represents the importance). The adjacency matrices are used to calculate the EWND for each model. Using $h$ to represent an EPS node and $j$ to represent an ICT node, the equations to calculate the EWND for node $h$ and $j$ in the three-dimensional model are presented in (18) to (21). Similar equations for bidirectional and unidirectional graphs are not included here due to space limitations.

#### Table IV EWND - Three-Layer Model Demonstration Graph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D^\text{in}_h$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8+0.4i</td>
<td>0.7+0.3i</td>
<td>0.4i</td>
<td>0.5+1.4i</td>
<td>0.7+1.2i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^\text{out}_h$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.9+0.5i</td>
<td>0.7+0.7i</td>
<td>0.4i</td>
<td>0.4+1.2i</td>
<td>0.3+0.8i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### H. Methodology Comparison

The proposed indices display significance in the identification of interconnected system critical nodes/edges. Nevertheless, they also manifest inherent liability in the application of real system studies, which can be characterized into six aspects:

- **Computational time:** This aspect describes the computation complexity, the process requirement. A grade from 1 to 5, where 1 represents an expensive and ponderous performance and 5 represents a speedy process.
- **Identification of critical nodes/edges:** This aspect describes indices’ effectiveness in identifying the group of most critical nodes/edges within the interconnected system, 1 for failure in identification of critical nodes and 5 for accurate identification of critical nodes.
- **Identification of intraconnection nodes/edges:** This aspect describes indices’ effectiveness of the identification of the node or edge that bridges the two sub-clusters within its own system, 1 if the index cannot identify any bridging nodes/edges and 5 if the index can identify all of them.
- **Identification of interconnection nodes/edges:** It evaluates the successfulness of indices’ identification of the node or edge that bridges the two sub-clusters between its own system and the other system. This aspect gives a grade of 1 if the index cannot identify any external bridging nodes/edges and 5 if it can identify all of them.
- **Differentiation of marginal nodes:** It assesses the ability of an index in differentiating the roles of boundary spanners (end users of the interconnected system). This
aspect gives a grade of 1 if it cannot differentiate the marginal nodes from central nodes and 5 if it can accurately quantify the criticalities of marginal nodes.

- Differentiation of importance and dependency: This aspect rates the capability of an index in the differentiation of the importance and dependency a node has on its own and on the other system. A grade of 1 is given if the index cannot differentiate importance from dependency at all and 5 is given on the basis that the index can not only differentiate importance from dependency but can also quantify it accurately.

Based on the six aspects, a comparative diagram is plotted as shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. Complex-network indices comparison](image)

As shown in Fig. 5, Complex-valued Node Degree is most computationally efficient but less accurate in identifying inter- and intra-connected important nodes and marginal nodes in comparison to the other three standard indices. It provides though the information about ‘highly-connected nodes’ [27-30] and the overall dependency structure of the CPS as shown in Fig. 11-14 which other indices cannot do. Similarly, Betweenness Centrality is most effective in identifying intra-connection nodes/edges and therefore it is most applicable in standalone system studies. It is slightly worse than the others though in differentiation of importance and dependency and differentiation of marginal nodes. Finally, the Efficiency is a very good index for identification of interconnection nodes/edges in a coupled systems study though not as good as Complex-valued Node Degree in differentiation of importance and dependency. It can be also seen that the newly proposed index, Efficiency-weighted Node Degree, overcomes the individual drawbacks of the other three standard indices and it is particularly good in identification of critical nodes and differentiation of importance from dependency. Because of this, it could be used to develop a look-up table for system operators to rank the most important hubs and to identify their vulnerability. The only drawback of this index is that it is more computationally demanding than the other indices. However, for the off-line studies, as the ones under consideration here, this is of very low importance. Finally, it is important to note, that due to the complexity of the problem under consideration, as in many other studies, a single index however versatile it might be, may not be an optimal solution and an engineering judgement must be used after considering information provided by several different indices.

III. APPLICATION: VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

A. Test System

The test system, shown in Fig. 6, used to illustrate the concepts introduced in this paper is broadly based on interconnected distribution electrical power system (EPS) – ICT network presented in [16]. It is a synthetic micro-grid network built during SINARI project and was previously used in [39-42]. It is suitably modified to incorporate different RES and loads in power network and different communication technologies in ICT network.

The EPS consists of 14 buses, 17 lines, 7 distributed generators (Fuel Cells, Wind Generators, Photovoltaic Generators modelled using corresponding daily production curves), 9 loads (domestic, commercial and industrial modelled using corresponding daily loading curves), and 3 HV/MV transformers. The electricity generation and consumption vary with time during the year, thus creating a time-dependent power flow for the electric part of the interconnected system. Depending on the loading, wind conditions and solar irradiation during the year, power flows in the network change and the distribution network could both import and export electric power from/to the external grid. Three specific timings of the year, 6470th hour, 3582nd hour, and 6559th hour, representing the timings of annual maximum loading, minimum loading and average loading are selected to allow subsequent system analyses to be conducted.

The supporting ICT system includes 3 routers and 5 multiplexers as the information repeaters/aggregators and distributed information processing centers. The information channels connecting ICT components, utilize several communication technologies, namely, LAN-Giga Ethernet, WiMax, Ethernet and Optical Fiber, each with a corresponding bandwidth of 40Gbps, 75Mbps, 100Mbps and 10Gbps respectively [43-46]. The ICT link 2-23, uses Power over Ethernet (PoE) technology, for exchanging information between power bus 2 and central router 23, as well as supplying the power for the central router 23 from bus 2. The ICT network functions as a monitoring and control system of EPS, similar to a SCADA system. The state estimation data are collected at each electric bus and then forwarded to the corresponding communication hub. Data are aggregated and analyzed at the ICT site, facilitating a control command to be generated and issued to the EPS site. The information technologies are equipped with a technology-defined upload and download speed, allowing a sufficient amount of capacity to support the power distribution network. To constantly check the operating conditions of each power bus, the state estimation data are sent to the information aggregators periodically.

Note: It is important to highlight that different topologies of the ICT network (e.g., radial, as in this example, looped, star), the EPS network and the way how the two networks are interconnected would lead to different numerical results of the analysis presented in the following sections. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the method and tools to analyse the interconnected electrical power and ICT networks and for that purpose the architecture of the two networks is not of a
paramount importance as they are used for the illustration of the methodology only. The ICT network used in this study does not include rings or loops between any two nodes.

In the following subsections, a bidirectional graph describing the topology of a test power distribution network with supplementary ICT system is firstly presented. Following that, the directions of power and information under maximum, minimum and average loading conditions during the year are modelled in unidirectional models. Finally, the three-dimensional model is introduced, which maintains the intrinsic properties of power system and communication system. It retains the integrity of the coupled infrastructure to the utmost extent and highlights the interactions between two systems. To rank the criticalities of each component, i.e. power buses, power lines, ICT routers/multiplexers, and the information channels, the coupled system is analyzed using Node Degree, Betweenness Centrality, Efficiency, and Efficiency-weighted Node Degree, as defined in Section II.

B. Complex-network Modeling

1) Bidirectional Graph: The test system is modelled as a graph where nodes represent power system’s buses and communication routers/multiplexers, as shown in Fig. 7. Edges represent power lines and communication paths. Red nodes are the electric buses and pale blue nodes the routers/multiplexers. Bidirectional connections between two electric nodes are power flows between two buses (red solid lines), while edges between two ICT nodes are information exchange between two routers/multiplexers (pale blue dash dot lines). Real-time measurements from a power bus to the control center, or controlling command sent from a control center to a power bus, or power supply from a power bus to the communication network routers and multiplexers are modelled as an interconnection edge (dark green dash lines) between an EPS node and an ICT node. The bidirectional edges between any pair of nodes only represent the connectedness introduced by physical connection(s) between two nodes.

2) Unidirectional Graph: As shown in Fig. 8, the test system is modelled as a unidirectional graph where the green solid edges represent electricity supply to ICT nodes, and the light black dashed edges represent the control signal sent to electric buses. As explained previously, due to the variation of power consumption and generation, the power flow through a specific line might alter its direction. Therefore, the coupled network needs to be represented by different graphs according to different power flow directions.

3) Three-dimensional Interconnected Model: Fig. 9 shows the three-dimensional model of test system. Power flows within the power system and the information exchange within the ICT system are modelled as unidirectional edges and bidirectional edges respectively, according to their real network nature as suggested in [16]. While in between these two layers, the unidirectional edges from EPS layer to ICT layer represent the power supplies, and the bidirectional edges between an EPS node and an ICT node represent the state estimation data from the EPS to the ICT system, and the command generated from the ICT system to the EPS.

C. Vulnerability Analysis

1) Complex-valued adjacency matrix: Fig. 10 presents the complex-valued adjacency matrix for test network bidirectional model. It displays a symmetry pattern in both EPS and ICT network. The upper left section presents the distribution of electric connections within the power network. The lower right section describes the internal cyber connections within the communication system. The upper right and lower left presents the interconnection edges, which can be either power supply to ICT system or the monitoring or control data flowing between EPS and ICT system. The adjacency matrix is an effective tool to reveal the...
interdependency categories and the distribution of connections and it facilitates the assessment of network properties such as Node degree, Betweenness Centrality and Efficiency.

Fig. 9. Three-dimensional model – test system

Fig. 10. Adjacency matrix – test system bidirectional model

2) Complex-valued node degree: The ND analysis for bidirectional graph highlights the importance of node 2 for power system, and node 20 for both EPS and ICT networks as it functions as the information processing center of the communication network and it is well connected with both networks.

The multi-sector frequency distributions of complex-valued ND for the bidirectional model, the unidirectional model and the three-dimensional model of the test network in power system maximum loading condition are presented in Fig. 11 – 14. The 3D histogram presented in Fig. 11 shows that all the nodes tend to have few ICT connections except for the central router such as 19 (corresponds to the peak \( k_e = 1 \) and \( k_c = 5 \)) and 20 (corresponds to the peak \( k_e = 5 \) and \( k_c = 7 \)) which either centrally process the information or issue the command. This is due to the topology of EPS network and the locally-supported ICT system. Compared with the ND analysis based on bidirectional graph, node’s criticality is studied more specifically for each system in a unidirectional graph. Fig. 12 shows that there are no critical nodes for both systems. Interconnected nodes with one out-flow connection to power system tend to have at least one another connection to ICT system. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 present the degree distribution for electric system and ICT network respectively. They highlight the interconnected nodes, since the entries of the interconnection edges are represented as \( 1+i \), and the bidirectional ICT edges present each interconnected node with an in-degree and an out-degree. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 also show that there are critical hubs within both systems, which are highly dependent on both systems. Node 20 in particular is identified as highly critical for the ICT system.

Fig. 11. Multiple infrastructure degree distribution – test system bidirectional model

Fig. 12. Multiple infrastructure degree distribution – test system unidirectional graph out-degree (maximum loading condition)

Fig. 13. Multiple infrastructure degree distribution – test system three-dimensional model in-degree (maximum loading condition)

In conclusion, all three models identify the important EPS bus 2 and ICT router 20. The unidirectional graph and three-dimensional model clarify the interdependency types in terms
of direction, while three-dimensional model additionally highlights the importance of interconnected nodes such as EPS bus 14 and ICT hub 16.

Fig. 14. Multiple infrastructure degree distribution – test system three-dimensional model out-degree (maximum loading condition)

3) Betweenness Centrality (BC): The calculated node Betweeness Centralities for the three types of models of the test network are compared in Fig. 15. Nodes’ betweenness centralities for bidirectional graph identify electric nodes 2 and 9 and ICT nodes 20 and 21 to be important for EPS and ICT network, respectively. The criticality of central router 19, is revealed for the first time, which highlights the importance of using bidirectional graph to analyze ICT network. The graph also identifies a group of nodes which play a dual role in both infrastructures, including electric nodes 2, 3, 4 and ICT nodes 16, 20, 21, 22, 23. The analysis of unidirectional graph and three-dimensional model under maximum loading condition identifies, as same as ND analysis, EPS bus 2 as the most important in EPS infrastructure. The interconnected ICT multiplexer 16 is identified as the most critical hub within the ICT system. Similar to the results from bidirectional graph, three-dimensional model highlights the importance of ICT central router 19. Furthermore, ICT node 18 is identified as one of the end-users for both infrastructures using bidirectional and unidirectional graphs, while three-dimensional model identifies its role within ICT system (see Fig. 15). The difference is caused fundamentally by the fact that the bidirectional graph and unidirectional graph do not represent the dependencies introduced by 18-8 and 19-8 based on their real networks’ functionalities. Moreover, three-dimensional model identifies the dual role players (e.g. node 2, 3 and 4) within the power system, as it has a two-way interactive impact on ICT system in terms of data transmission, while ICT system acts as the power receiver only. In both unidirectional graph and three-dimensional model, loading condition has little influence on the topological position of ICT nodes, due to the fixed topology and directions of data transmission of the ICT network. For the power system, however, different loading conditions could significantly increase or reduce EPS buses’ centralities (e.g., node 11 plays a prominent role in power system under maximum loading condition, while under minimum and average loading, power flows from node 11 to node 13, making node 13 an end-user of the power system). The effect of the change of loading condition is not demonstrated in figures due to space limitation but it is further discussed in efficiency analysis in the next section (see Fig. 17).

The edge betweenness has its significance in studying important interconnection edges. The centrality for bidirectional graph is presented in Fig. 16. Its symmetrical patterns can be found in the bidirectional graph adjacency matrix. It highlights the criticalities of edges 19-20 and 19-21 within the ICT network due to the high centrality of nodes 19, 20 and 21. For the results obtained for unidirectional graph (not presented in figure), the edge centrality results highlight the importance of cyber link 16-21, power lines 12-11, 11-10, and power supply link 2-15 under maximum loading condition. It is also found that different loading conditions change the criticality of power lines (not presented in figure), e.g., line 11-12. The edge betweenness centrality for electric layer in the three-dimensional model, similar to the unidirectional case, illustrates the importance of power line 12-11 and 11-10. Furthermore, the three-dimensional model highlights the criticality of power line 8-9 in the power distribution network and edges 19-20 and 19-21 as the most critical ICT edges.

In summary, betweenness centrality analysis highlights the criticality of EPS bus 9 and ICT central router 19 which has not been detected using previous methods and it demonstrates that different loading conditions affect the criticalities of nodes/edges. The results obtained using unidirectional electric layer of the three-dimensional model show consistency with the results from unidirectional graph while the results from
ICT-layer are in agreement with the results from bidirectional graph. It is therefore essential to assess betweenness centrality for interconnected systems and to include directions of power/information flow in the model.

4) **Efficiency:** The node efficiency results from the electric part of unidirectional and three layer model (Fig. 17) identify electric nodes 2, 5 and 8 to be the most critical buses in EPS. In terms of the reliability of power supply, ICT node 15 and 23, are potentially vulnerable as a failure initiated within power system could easily pass down through critical power bus 2 which will result in the cut off of the power supply links 2-15 and 2-23. Moreover, ICT node 20 with 5 cyber connections to the EPS, plays the most important role in the controlling of EPS network, and nodes 19 and 16 are the second and the third most critical ICT components. The results also illustrate that the efficiency changes with power system’s operating conditions (e.g. bus 10 and bus 14). In spite of the change though, the EPS buses 2, 5 and 8 remain the most critical buses, albeit with variations in their criticalities.

Electric edge efficiency results for bidirectional graph (not presented in figure) highlight the importance of interconnection edges 2-15, 5-17, 8-18, and 8-19 for EPS, and edges 17-19, 19-20, 16-21 and 19-21 for the ICT network. These results highlight the importance of edges connected with critical nodes, as identified in node efficiency analysis.

Similarly, with the variation of loading conditions, the criticality of each power line changes. The results for ICT edge efficiency for unidirectional graph identifies edges 19-20 and 21-19 as the most critical edges, while three-dimensional model highlights the importance of edges 17-19 and 18-19, which is coherent with the results obtained from bidirectional graph. In the power network, power line 8-9 is highlighted for its central topological position. Power supply lines 2-15 and 2-23 with the same criticalities, are identified as the most vulnerable power supply links. However, as identified in the BC studies, edges 19-20 and 21-19 are in a more centralized position, either of which connects two cluster of the system as shown in Fig. 18. The difference in conclusions drawn from BC and Efficiency analysis are caused by the fact that betweenness values the importance based on topological connectedness while efficiency analysis

5) **Efficiency-weighted node degree (EWND):** The EWND results, presented in Figure 19, identify electric node 2 as the most critical node within the EPS, and nodes 16, 19 and 20 as the most critical ICT components. This is consistent with the results obtained from BC analysis. The EWND also suggests that the normal function of the multiplexer 16, the most important ICT hub for both infrastructures, highly depends on the correct operation of both systems. Particularly, central router 19, is reliably supplied with electricity. Although it is not directly controlling any electric buses, it takes the most critical role within the cyber network, which is in accordance with a typical star topology based ICT network.

The criticalities of ICT components are generally more easily identified using bidirectional graph, therefore there are more critical ICT hubs than EPS nodes. EWND provided an efficient tool to bridge the gap between topological centrality and connectedness, proving itself to be effective in multi-infrastructure studies.

---

**Fig. 18. Illustrative graph for ICT edges efficiency vs. betweenness centrality**

**Fig. 19. Node global criticality – test system three-dimensional model (power system maximum loading condition)**

---

**IV. CONCLUSION**

This paper proposes a three-dimensional model to study the interdependencies and interactions of the interconnected heterogeneous infrastructure systems (cyber-physical network), based on Complex Network Theory. A bidirectional model and a unidirectional model are introduced in comparison with the three-dimensional model. It is shown from the results that the three-dimensional model, which
integrates different topological patterns, is more accurate while flexible in modeling interconnected systems with different system behaviors. In addition, the three-dimensional model also shows its effectiveness in capturing different engineering structures (e.g., the change of power flow directions due to the change of loading conditions and different contributions from RES), which enables the criticality variation analysis of system components. It can be concluded from four different topological analyses that all four proposed graphical indices (ND, BC, Efficiency and EWND) show consistence in identifying the group of most critical electric and ICT nodes, with slight difference in the identification of the most critical ICT node. Among all topological indices, it is shown that the Efficiency and EWND analysis are most effective in identifying critical interconnected components. It is to be noted that, EWND, integrates Efficiency and Node Degree, bridging the gap between degree and position importance, allows the importance, as well as dependency of the interconnected system nodes to be categorized and quantified.

The main limitation of the proposed approach is that it is purely based on static topological structure of the interconnected network, in the sense that functional level modeling is not taken into account. Nevertheless, it provides a holistic modeling framework to study interconnected infrastructure systems, and with the integration of supplementary methods, the said limitation can be solved. Furthermore, the control theory can be developed based on the global modeling of CPS, which deserves more research efforts.
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